Recent Journal Club Topics

The bone-vascular connection and diabetes

“Sleep, Diabetes, and Fat: a deadly combination”

PCOS a diabetes risk factor

“Fenofibrate in T2DM-the good, the bad, and the ugly studies”

Osteoporosis- The newest drug on the block and then some...

Steroids on the Heart

Antibody to sclerostin: a potential anabolic agent for osteoporosis

“Current topics in obesity and metabolism: results of the SHARP trial, statin-induced diabetes, and survival in high risk patients following bariatric surgery”

GH: Novel concepts and treatments across the spectrum: from excess to deficiency

“What’s new in atherosclerosis management?”

Type 1 Diabetes Prevention

Diabetes Technology Now and in the Future

Adrenal Cortex Update

“The potential use of sodium glucose transporter 2 inhibitors in the treatment of type 2 diabetes”

“Diabetes, Metabolism and Cardiovascular Disease-New Therapeutic Targets and Novel Uses for Existing Therapies”

Diabetes and obesity diet, drugs or drastic measures what is the evidence?

Brown Adipose Tissue: An Emerging Therapeutic Target for Obesity and Diabetes

New targets for insulin resistance or novel doping opportunities

Interesting Treatments in Type 1 and Type 2 Diabetes

Bariatric surgery and the prevention and the prevention of type 2 diabetes